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THE EFFECT OF CERIUM ALLOY ON THE PROPERTIES OF CAST IRON

I INTRODUCTION.

For a long time it has been known that small a-

amcunta of impurities in cast iron have a very marked effect on its

properties sv.ch as hardness, tensile strength and cross-breaking

strength. The exact magnitude of these effects, how they vary with

the impurity and how they can best be controlled has been a matter

of a very large amount of study and experiment. The effects of

most of the coriirrion constituents are fairly well understood and can

be reasonably well controlled. There is, however, one very common

component from ^vhich cast iron is probably never entirely free but

T/hich may have a considerable influence upon it. This elen.ent is

oxygen.

It is difficult to knov/ very much about the effect

of oxygen on the properties of cast iron since there seems to be

no very good quantitative method for it's analysis and in the second

place, up to the present tirLe no one has been able to prove the

condition of oxygen in iron. Some believe that it exists as an

oxide of iron, others as ah oxysulfide but there is little or no

evidence for either of these beliefs and there are many other poss-

ibilities. Altho there are many theories concerning the state of

existence of oxygen in iron most of them can be classed under one

of two general heads.

Johnson's Solution Theory of Oxygen.

Mr. J. E. Johnson, Jr., now deceased, after some

six years of work on the problemi states that oxygen in iron in-

creases its desirable properties since it causes a segregation or
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spherodizing of the graphite. Graphite in this fori:', rather than

in the large flaky cGndition nost often seen, would net separate

80 man^^ cr3-stals of iron and in this 'Nay wciild increase its stren-

gth. A complete discussion of the theory may be found in the

"Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers".

The Compound Theory cf Oxygen.

The second of these general theories holds that

the oxygen present, exists as an oxide, oxysulfide or some other

corripound which neither dissolves in nor alloys with the iron but

forois a more or less continuous network thru it, placing the cryst-

als in small individual film-sacs or perhaps stretching its fibrous

network along the cleavage pl3.nes themiselves. This is a very re-

asonable supposition since sulfur is known to do this very thing

and oxygen and sulfur are very closely related in the periodic

system of grouping. If this theory is true the presence of any

considerable quantity of oxygen would undoubtably be very detri-

mental to the properties of the iron. Working on this idea many

elements have been used as deoxidizers, some of the more common

being manganese, silicon, alumiriur.'. , titanium and vanadium.

Oxygen coL'^pcunds will be form^ed with these elements more easily

than with iron. If the decxidizer is effective the oxygen compound

will either be rem.oved as slag or form small segrated masses of

material which will neither dissolve in the iron nor be alloyed

with it. This theory is greatly strengthened by the fact that

sulfur, the relative of oxygen, is known to act in this mianner

when sufficient manganese is present in the molten iron. The

com.pound theory of oxygen is supported by me tallographis ts such

as Howe, Sauveur and Stoughton.
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There is really nothing contradictory in these two

theories and it is possible that both may be correct at least to

some extent. It is, however, extremely difficult to determine

whether either, both or neither of the theories are correct be-

cause, as pointed out above, no reliable, quantite^ti ve analytical

method for oxygen is known and in the second pla.ce because any

excess of the deoxidiaer may alloy v/ith the iron and thus cause

a variation in its properties.

II DEOXIDIZKRS

There has been a large number of substances used

as deoxidizers soD.e of which have been mentionec* above such as

manganese, silicon, aluminiumi, titanium and vanadium. New sub-

stances are const9.ntl3r being tried for the pur{:)cse of deoxidation

with more or less success. Possibly the latest of these substan-

ces or at lea.st one of the la.test is mich metal, an alloy of

cerium earth metals. The mixture usually contains about 55 per

cent of cerium, 15 per cent of lanthnum, and the remainder of

didymiuu) and sam.arium and probably other rare earth metals of the

cerium group. This mixture has been alloyed with iron in the

proportion of three to seven and placed upon the market under

the trade name of "Cela iron" as a deoxidizer of iron. In the

remainder of this article this all03'- will be known as cerium or

cerium; alloy and any percentages given will refer to percentages

of rare earth metals, the per cent of iron alloyed with it being

cared for in the calculation.

The first work to be published on the use of

cerium as a deoxidiser in cast iron was a paper, "Cerium in Cast

Iron", presented by Dr. Richard Moldenke at the September 2S

,
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1S19 meeting of the American Foundr^'-men' s Association. Dr. Mol-

denke ir;entioned briefly the use of deoxidizers in cast iron and

then described the properties and methods of procuotion of cerium

as the latest addition to the list of deoxidizers. He also gave

the results of a series of tests which he ran in his own foundry-

using ceriuiTi as a deoxidizer. A short summary of his work follows.

Tests were run of three t3^es of iron, sixteen

standard 1 l/4 inch round test bars being cast froo' each type,

and three sets of four bars treated with .05, .10 and .15 per

cent cerium. The bars were cast in cores with a top pour. The

metal was treated with the cerium in the ladle, the weight of the

alley being such that the correct amount of ceriun. was added.

His first iron was an all pig iron mixture with an analysis of

silicon 3.7, sulfur .07, manganese .60, phosphorus .64. His

second iron was a part pif and part scrap mixture containing 2.4

per cent silicon, .10 per cent sulfur, .55 per cent manganese and

.66 per cent phosphorus. The third iron was froni a remelted car

wheel charge 7;ith an analysis of .55 per cent silicon, .15 per

cent sulfur, .40 per cent manganese, and .40 per cent phosphorus.

The bars were subjected to a cross-breaking test and the deflect-

ion and breaking load recorded. The following is a summary of tne

data obtained, giving transverse strength and deflection.

o/o Ce I II III
T. S. Dflec. T. S. Dflec. T. S. Dflec.

.000 20S0 .11 3740 .09 3970 .11

.050 2450 .12 3110 .10 4080 .14

.100 2660 .13 3240 .11 4190 .15

.150 3840 .13 3280 .13 Bars defective
These tests show a m.arked increase in transverse

strength on the addition of small quantities of cerium. Dr.

Moldenke explained these results by means of his theory of oxygen
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in cast iron. Briefly this theory; holds that dissolved ox^'gen

in iron forms an oxide which raises the freezing point of the

molten metal to a considerable extent. It fartl'^3r states that

the presence of oxygen also tends to increase the percentage of

cementite thus ma.king the iron more difficult to machine. In the

third place Dr. Moldenke holds that dissolved oxygen in cast iron

tends to form gases. He explains the increased strength of the

ceri\iin samples, as shown on page 4, by saying that the cerium has

removed, at least a part of the oxygen, and hence has avoided

the evils of cold iron, excess cementite and the formation of a

certain amount of gas in the molten metal. Reference was made

in this same a.rticle to tests made with this deoxidizer at the

Chicago Hardware Company Plant but as this data was unavailable

no further reference will be made to it.

Dr. Moldenke ' 3 report is very interesting but he

has given very little experimicntal evidence upon which to base

such definite conclusions. Most of his evidence seems to be based

on the results of a few cross breaking teste and the appearance

of a fe^v fractures. Not a single microphotcgraph was shown. It

has been the purpose of this work to make cerium treatments of

iron as described above and an effort has been made to accumulate

data which might mske it possible to draw concliisions froffi a little

firmer experimental basis or in other words to answer the follow-

ing questions:

1. Does the addition of cerium to cast iron

cause any change in any of its properties?

2. If there there is a change v/ould the use of

ceriuffi in this way be possible economically?
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METHOD OF TREATMENT

It is obvioijs that if metallic cerium does have

such a pronounced "beneficial effect on the properties of cast

iron the problem is v/ell worth a considerable amount of tirre and

study. It will be necessary'' to determine, as nearl;- as possible,

what changes take ^Is-ce and how these are best brought about.

It is entirely possible that either good or bad influences might

be exerted, depending upon the method of treatmient. In actual

practise in industry this difficulty of treatment wil] become

increasingly greater since an effective n.ethod may tend to cause

a deterioration of some other desirable property. There are at

least two general ways in which the cerium may be added. In the

first place it may be added to the charge before melting or in

the second place to the molten metal after coming from the cupola.

The first method would probably net be feasible since it is very

likely that much of the cerium would be lost in the cupola. This

would make the process prohibitive since cerium is a rela.tively

expensive product, especially for industrial purposes. The second

method horre^er seamiS to present a possibility.

In this resea-rch the ceriumi alloy was added di-

rectly to the molten metal or rather was placed in the bottom of

the ladle and the m.olten iron poured upon it. If the alloy is

added to the surface of the iron the reaction is very violent even

if only a very small amount is used such as .3 to .3 per cent.

Besides being to an extent dangerous there is a probability that

a considerable axnount of the ceriumi is lost. So, with only two

or three excepticms the cerium alloy vvS-s placed in the ladle

before the m.olten iron.
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Even to this r^ethod of treatment there is a rather

serious objection. Every fcundryrjian knows the evils of "cold iron"

and it is evidentl*' impossible to treat and thoroly mix the iron

without a considerable fall in teOiperature . However if the iron

is very hot when tapped from the cupola this ob;;3Gtion can be

largely overcome. Especially wo\;ld this be tr^je if the treatn.ent

were practised on a commercial scale since a definite volume rather

than weight coi^ld be treated thus saving the time required for

weighing and also a .:uch larger amount co . Id be treated than wa,s

possible in this research. These two consider.- tions would eli:i-in-

ate , almost entirely the objection mentioned in the beginning of

this paragraph.

In this work fifty pound quantities of iron were

treated with amounts of the cerium alloy, vary.i ng from .1 to .6

per cent; most of the tre:-itments varying within the limits of .1

to .25 per cent. A ladle, previously heated, was weighed and the

weighed sample of ceriu.m dropped into it immediately before pour-

ing in the iron. In this way a definite percentage could be ob-

tained with a considerable dep:ree of accuracv. The iron was stirr-

ed thoroly, as rapidly as possible, and poured into standard test

bar molds. The iron for the various treatmients was as nearly

uniformi as could be obtained under the prevailing conditions of

operation in the university foundry. In each case an untreated

set of bars was cast thus making it possible to compare the re-

sults, not only from^ bars of various percentage treatmients but

also from untreated iron of the sarnie cast. These comiparisons were

m^ade by mierans of a large number of tests of various kinds includ-

quantitative analysis, several different physical tests such as
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cross-^breaking strength, tensile strength and hardness. Besides

these tests a lar£;e miniber of mi crophotographs were taken.

The bars used were standard i l/4 inch, round test

bars. They were cast on end in dried sanl molds with a top pour.

The lEOlds used in the first part of the work were ramrr.ed by hand

but this method wa3 found to be unsatisfactor:- and the remainder

were rammed by a jar ramming machine after which they were thorolv

dried in oil fired ovens. A small amount of sea coal facing was

used with the moldin?^ sand for the purpose of giving a smooth

finish to the bars. After casting, the bars were allov^ed to cool

in the molrls for a day and then were "shaken out", brushed and

marked on the ends. In all some 1^-0 bars were cast of wliich

number all but BB were discarded because of defects due to foundry

practise. Most of the defects in the rejected bars were caused by

improper ramming altho a few at the first were caused by wet sand.

The sanples a,re divided into six separate casts.

The cupola charges from the various casts were as follows.

Cast A. Part pig iron and part scrap steel, a

standa.rd mixture used at Burr's Foundry, Champaign Illinois. The

bars were cast in green s-nd molds. Trouble was experierced with

cold iron in the higher treatments due to delay in weighing.

Cast B. Part pig and part scrap iron. Eight bars

v/e
' e carit of each treatment, four ii d.ry and four in green sand

molds. The green sand molds were ramm;ed too hard which cai'Sed a

loss of twelve bars by blowing.

Cast C. An all scrap charge poured at the Mechan-

ical Engineering Oioen House. Trc-ble was exoer" 3nced with cold

i ron.
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Cast E. ^art pig and pa.rt scrap iron poured very

hot. Poor molds caused the loss of several bars.

Cast F. Part pig and part scrap iron .;oured hot.

Several ever dried molds gave pitted bars.

Cast G. Part pig and part scrap iron cast fairly

hot. A set of over dried molds caused a very heavy loss of bars.

The various casts are divided into "treat:rents"
,

there being for the n-^ost part four treatments in a cast. An effort

w?.s made to have the chemical composition of each cast as ne=:irly

uniform as possible except for the addition of the cerium alloy.

The table bel'"'^ shows the entire number of samples di'^^ided into

their proper casts and "treatf^:ents" . It also shows the d^te and

place of casting along with the individual specir^en nvarkings

.

These s^^rr.ples v;ill be kept at t'ne University of Illinois and may

be identified by means of these rr.arks.

Table I

Cast 0/0 Ce Date Place Specii/.en
cast cast narkings

A-l-a 00.00 12/11/' 19 Burr '

s

2 It It It

1-b 0.10 n It

3 It It 11

1-c 0.15 II n

3 tt tt n

1-d 0.25 H It

2 11 n ft

B-l-a 0.00 3/16/ U. of I. ib
2 1! It n 11
3 n It n 12
4 n II tt 13
5 n ti n 14
6 n n It 15
7 n It ti 16
8 tt tt It 17
1-b .10 tt n 20
2 H n n 21
3 It It It 22
4 n It n 23
1-c .15 ti H 30
2 It tt N 31
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Cast c/o Ce Date Place Specimen

cast cast markings
B-3-C 0.15 5/1G/1S20 U. of I. 32

4 ti n It 33
1-d 0.25 II ti 40
2 II It II 41
3 fl ti II 42
4 it It II 43

C-l-a 0.00 3/23/1920
n

n 24
2 It M 25
3 II n It 26
4 11 n II 27
5 II 11 II 28
6 11 ti II £9
1-b 0. 10 It It 34
2 II n n 35
3 It ti n 36
4 n n It 37
1-c 0.15 ti It 44
2 II It n 45
3 n n II 46
4 n II It 47
1-d 0.25 It II 50
2 ti 11 ti 51
3 n 11 n 52
4 n 11 It 53

D-l-a 0.00 4/8/1920 It 18
2 II 11 II 19

E-l-a 0.00 II It 38
2 It It II 39
1-b 0. 10 It It 48
2 It n 11 49
1-c 0.15 It tt 57
2 11 n n 54
1-d 0,35 It It 55

m H n 56
F-l-a 4/15/IS2O II 58

2 II It It 59
1-b 0,10 N n 60
2 « It It 61
3 n 11 n 62
4 It n 63
1-c n It 64

2 2 It n 65
3 It n 66
4 11 n It 67
1-d 0.25 11 n 68
2 It It 11 69
3 It It It 70
1-a 0.40 tt II 71
<^

<^
ti It It 72

3 It It It 73
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Cast o/o Ce Date Place Specimen
cast cast markings

G-l-a 0.00 4/22/1920 U. of I. 74
2 tt n n 75

1-b 0.10 « "

2 M n « 79

3 H « « 80
A n « »• 61

1-c 0.15 « " £2
3 tt n M 63
3 n M ti ti £4
4 II M II 55
i-d 0.85 " " 66
2 f 11 " 67

1-e 0.60 " " 90
2 n n " 91
3 H n II 92
4 n II " 93

Hots. "Burr's" means Bu.rT's Foundry of Chanipai(;^n Illinois.

This table wil] be referred to in the remainder of this thesis

as the "Sample Index" ta.ble

.

A^T/, LYSIS

Since this research is for the purpose of detect-

ing any variation in the properties of cast iron -yrhen treated

with cerium anvi since it is v/ell kncvvn that the ccns ti t\:ents or

inipurities of the iron h-;,ve a very direct infl\ierica upon its pro-

perties, it is necessary to know the composition of the iron be-

fore and aT^ter tre:i.trnent . Even if the coinposi ti on remains con-

st -^.nt after treitinp^ with cerium it does not necessarilv follow

that no changes in the properties of the iron have taken piece.

However if the composition has varied seme change in properties

may reasonably be looked for. Quanti t^itive analytical tests were

made for sulfur, phosphorus, manganese, silicon, graphite and

cerium. It might be v/ell, at this time, to describe briefly the

analj'-tical methods used, thus making it possible for any future

investigators to check the work by the same analytical methods.
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Sulfur.

The sulfur was e^'-clved from a hydrcchlorio acid

solution of the sample as hydrogen sulfide, this being absorbed in

a cadrriiuni chloride solution and precipitated as cadmium sulfide.

The cadmium sulfide v^as dissolved in hydrochloric acid and the

resulting hydrogen sulfide was titrated against standard iodine.

This method is known as the hydrogen sulfide method for the de-

termination of sulfur. To be niore specific, 5 grams of sample

were placed in the flask A as shor/n in figure 1. About 30 cc of

cadn.iuri". chloried solution and 40 of 7;ater were placed in the

cylinder F and al!l of the connections made as shown in the draw-

ing. Cold water Vv'as circ^-lated thru the condenser E. the purpose

being to allow the hydrogen sulfide gas to pass off as pure as

possible by condensing as rr.uch stean and other inpurities as poss-

ible. When all was in readiness 100 cc of hydrochloric acid(Sp Gr

1.1) was added thru the condenser. Fhen the reaction in flask A

became slower the solution was b'iled gently as long as any hydro-

gen sulfide gas was given off. Then by rem.oving the glass tip

from the tube B and blo'vTing into it, practically all of the re-

sidual hydrogen sulfide was forced into the cadDiiumi chloride

cylinder. This precipitate was then dissolved in strong hydro-

chloric acid (Sp. Gr. 1.43) and the resulting hydrogen sulfide

was titrated against standard iodine; fresh starch solution being

used as an indicator. The reactions of the determination are as

follows. H3S plus CdCls = Cd3 plus 2HC1
CdS plus 3 HCl = HgS plus CdCls
H2S plus I2 = 2HI plus S

This is a very rapid, fairly accurate method for

the estimation of sulfur. Good results ought to be obtained if

the above directions are followed closely.
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Ph03ph_0_rU8 .

The phosphorus was precipitr-ted from a nitric

acid solution, presijiriably as amir.cniuir phosphODiOl ybdate . This

precipitate, after being washed, was dissolved in an excess of stan

dard sodiuai hydroxide and the excess titrated against standard

nitric acid. This method for the determination of phosphorus is

used by the American Rolling Mills Company and was adopted almost

without change. The first part of the method has been recognised

as standard practise for a long tine, while the last part tho not

so generally used is still a reliable method and well within the

range of accuracy of ordinary analytical work. The following

specific directions will outline the method more clearly.

Three grams of sam^ple were dissolved in 60 cc of

nitric acid (Sp. Gr. 1.2) and the solution concentrated to a thick

syrup to oxidize the silicon. The insoluble residue was filtered

on ashless filter paper and saved for the determination of silicon.

The filtrate was treated with 4 to 6 cc of saturated potassium

permanganate solution and heatea gently until manganese dioxide was

formed. Hydrochloric acid was then added and the mixture heated un

til solution took place. ( Any insoluble material at this point

will probabl- be graphite and should be filtered off.). The sol-

ution was m.ade slightly alkaline with ammonia and then slightly ac-

idic with nitric acid. The chief purpose of the neutralization

with amnonia was to insure an excess of IIH4 ions in solution for

the precipitation with miolybdate solution. While the solution

was still w rm an excess of molybdate solution was added slowly

with constant stirring. A tem.perature of about and ample time

v.sre found to be very im.portant factors in effecting a comiplete
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precipitation of the phosphorus. After having ^3en treated in

this way the precipitate could be filtered out with ease and rap-

idity. The formula for the precipitate of phosphorus is probably

(NH4)2l2Mo03P04. There are two very possible sources of error

in the method. In the first place great c-re must be used to

precipitate all of the phosphorus and in the second place the

ammonium phosphomolybdate precipitate must be w-shed thoroly since

any nitric acid remaining on the paper would require an undue a-

mount of the standard sodiun. hydroxide.

Manganese

.

The manganese w>"S oxidized in a nitric acid sol-

ution to permang- nic acid b^' means of sodium bismiuthate . . A small

amount of potassium, nitrite was added and then 10 cc of nitric

acid (Sp. Gr. 1.43) and l/2 gram, miore of the sodium bismi thate.

After allowing to stp-nd for 15 miinutes the solution was filtered

and the filtrate titrated against standard sodium, arsenite. More

accurate results might be obtained if the solution were boiled

with sodium bimiusthate until namiganese dioxide formed, decomposing

this with potassiun nitrite and adding more nitric acid and sodium

bismuthate, yet the miethod first described ^ives gocd refiults and

also avoids one possible source of error. The method is generally

known as the sodium bismuthate method for manganese but has been

considerably modified for the present work. More specific direct-

ions are as follows.

Dissolve 1 gram of sample in briLing nitric acid

(Sp. Gr. 1.3) and filter off the insoluble residue sving this

for the praphite determination. After the solution has been allow-

ed to cool for 15 m.inutes add an excess of sodium bismiuthate ( a
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little practise will enable one tc deteririine when an excess has

been added) and .1 gran: of potassiuF nitrite. After the reaction

has cease add lOcc of nitric acid (Sp. Gr. 1.42) and l/S gram

more of sodium bisn-.uthate . Allcw the r.ixture to stand for 15

minutes and filter. Wash the precipitate repeatedly with nitric

acid(l:3) and titrate dj^ainst standard sodium arsenite at once.

The disappearance of the characteristic potassium permanganate

color indicates the end point. The potassium nitrite supplies

any potassium that might be needed and affords an opportunity for

a more complete oxidation. The potassium permanganate is reduced

by the sodium arsenite.

There are tv/o possible sources of error. First

the manganese must all be oxidized and second, permanganic acid is

unstable in T/arm nitric acid, hence the reason for cooling. This

is very important and can not be overlooked. Good results were

obtained by this method.

Si liccn.

To determine the silicon a nitric acid solution

of the sample was evaporated to a thick syrup as described under

phosphorus and water added and filtered. The insoluble residue

was ignited and the ignition product was weighed as silicon dioxide

from which the silicon was calculated.

Place the insoluble residue from the phosphorus

estimation in a beak©r and add 15 to 25 cc of h-ydrcchlor ic acid

(Si>. Gr. 1.19) and boil for several minutes, dilute and filter.

The precipitate is ignited at abr\t F50° for about 30 minutes in

a weighed porcelein dish. The dish is cooled in a dessicator and

weighed. The chief source of error is in failing to get all of
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the iron dissolved out of the silicon dicxide residue. It is for

this reason that the first residue is hoiled with h^'-drochloric

acid. Even then some iron is sometirries left in the residue and

is not found until the final ignition product is y/eighed. If it

should be found at this point, the ignited product is treated as

before which will be almost certain to eliminate the difficulty.

Graphite

.

To deterniine the gra.phite the insoluble residue

from a nitric acid solution of the sample Wds treated with a mix-

ture of chroirlc and sulphuric acids and heated, the resulting

carbon dioxide being absorbed in caustic alkalai and weighed.

Place the insoluble residue frcni the nitric acid

solution of the namganese determination in the flask C of the

carbon train as shown in figure 2 and add 15 grams of chronic acid.

Arrange the train as illustrated, placing the proper re3£;ents at

the proper places. Place 10 cc of sulfuric acid in the funnel B.

Now open the potash bulb and apply a slight suction, just enough

to dra.w air slowly thru it. Make all tiie conr.ecticns and allow

all of the sulfuric acid to enter flask C. If the pressure of the

carbon dioxide becomes too great to allow this close the stop

cock and wait until the pressure has been diminished sufficiently.

Finally heat slowly to boiling; and continue to boil pcently until

the bubbles passing thru the train are extrem:ly few. Carefully

open the stop cock of the funnel B and allovv air to pass thru

the train for 3 or 4 m.inutes. Close the potash bulb before doing

anything else and rep.ove it from the train.

There are two precautions that must be rigidly

followed. First any considerable amount of water in flask C will

cause the the g.cids to oxictlatft Pffiniftntly and F^ftnonri there
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must be an excess of chromic acid. A little practise will enable

one to estimate an excess very easil}'".

Cerium.

The following method for the estimation of cerium

was outlined by Dr. B. S. Hopkins of the University of Illinois.

Dissolve 5 grams of sa.rr.ple in 100 cc of hydrochlo]?-

ic acid (Sp. Gr. 1.1) and neutralize with sodiuu^ hydroxide. Make

the solution slightly acid with hydrochloric acid and precipitate

the cerium with oxalic acid. Filter, vjash and ignite the precip-

itate and redissolve in hydrochloric acid. Reprecipita.te and

ignite in the manner just described and again repeat the same oper-

ation. This repitition is to insure the complete elimination of

all iron. Weigh the ignition product as eerie oxide. Wo cerium

was found.

Reagents Used.

1. Sodium hydroxide approximiately 0. 15 IJ , each

cubic centimieter cf this solution used in the estimation of phos-

phorus being equal to approximately. .OOOllZ'^ gram.s of phospiiorus.

2. Standard nitric a.cid approximately. 0. 15 11, its

strength being known in cubic centimeters of the standard sodium

hydroxide solution.

Sodium arsenite solution, 2 grams of arsenous acid

dissolved in the least amiount of hot sodium carbonate solution

and this diluted to £000 cc . One cc of this reagent used in the

estimation of mianganese is ap^^roxim? tely equal to .000336 grams

of manganese.

4. Potassium perm^anganate solution, 0.0632 IT to

titrate against any accidental excess of sodium arsenite solution
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in the manganese determination.

5. Saturated solution of oxalic acid.

6. Standard iodine solution, f.-^ grams of iodine

and 20 grams of potassiuii; iodide dissolved in 50 • cc of water and

diluted to 2000 cc. One cc of this solutirn used ir. the sulfur

determination is equal to approximately .00051066 gram.s of sulfur.

(Note. This solution must be made up in the same order as directed;

7. Sodium thiosi.lfate to titrate against an^^ acc-

idental excess of iodine solution in the determination of sul.fur.

8. Cadmiium chloride solution, 50 gramis of cadmiium

chloride (or 70 grams of cadnuuiri sulfate), 500 cc of water and

1200 cc of ammonium hydroxide (Sp. Gr. 0.90), made up to 3500 cc.

9. Molybdate solution, 60 grams of m;olybdic

oxide (M0O3) water and 60 cc of amim.onium: hydroxide

(Sp. Gr. 0.90), poured into 500 cc of cold nitric acid (Sp. Gr.

1.2). Allow the solution to stand in a warm roomi for several

days. Decant or filter before using.

(Note. Be sure to follow directions in the order given.)

Analytical Resi^lts.

The following table shows the results obtained

from the analytical work.

Cast Graphite Silicon Manganese Sulfi r Phos. Ceriumi

A-a-1 1.53 1.60 .371 .1143 .45 0.00
2 .1242 .47 «•

b-1 .1118 .56 "

2 .1230 .48
c-1 .^?05 .48 "

2 .1080 .45 "

d-1 .1006 .49 "

2 1.41 1.80 .368 .1229 .49 "
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Cast GraDhl te Si licon Manganese S'llfur Ph03 . Cerium
B-a-1 2.5 2.2 1.15 .0653 .20 0.00

d-2 2.5 2.1 .4997 .071A .24 It

C-a-3 2.3 1.8 .'32 .1102 .32 n

d-1 2.2 1.7 .40 .09<^;0 .29 n

D Ho Treated Sx^ec in:ens

.

E-a-1 1.9 1.9 1.40 .0674 .31 n

d-2 l.S 1 .-^ 1.30 .0582 .32 n

F-a-1 2.? i .7 .28 .0863 . 7489 n

3-3 2.6 1 .6 .33 . 0898 .9975 11

C-a-2 2.8 1.7 .41 . 1021 .23 •
n

e-4 2.6 1.8 .69 .0868 .24 II

(Note. The "a" treatments in each are the untreated samples.)

There is little that can be said of the relation-

ship between the composition of cast iron and the addition of

oeriuio. that the table does net show. In the first place the com-

lete analysis of cast "A" w.^s made in the case of sulfur and phos-

phorus. No variation was found however and afterwards only the

untreated specimens and the highest treated specirr.ens were analyz-

ed. If a,ny variation occured in the intermediate treatnients it

certainly would be found in the highest treatment. In cast G

there is a slight variation in each of the constituents except

phosphorus. On the date of this cast the first part of the heat

was used for small castings and the last part for some larger

castings. Inci den tall.-' the charge was changed to obtain the kind

of iron desired. An effort was made to get iron of the last

composition only but, from the analytical results, it seems that

this purpose was not accomplished, fl-iis is mads more probable

by the fact that there is no other such variation. In the case

of cast B there v/as a deceided variation in the manganese content.

The figure 1.15 per cent is the average of t\'vo closely agreeing

determinations, 1.118 and 1.183 and the figure .499 per cent is

tho -^TT^-np^r-e of three determinations, .50'~7, .4834, .5070. The
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other constituents of this cast checked. There is only one other

variation in manganese and t&at is in cast G. Hov-zever in cast G

the manganese in the cerium treatment increases rather than decres-

ses so neither of these variations co^jld possible be ascribed to

the cerinm. Both are doubtless due to a -"-ariation in the charge.

There is a varip^tion in cast F in the phosphorus content. The

figure .7489 per cent in the table is the average of ^.wo determin-

ations, .7146 and .7832 and the figure .9975 per cent is the

average of two determiinations , .9691 and 1.0260. This variation

is slight and since there are no others it could hardly be attrib-

uted to the addition of the cerium.

These analytica.l results then se3n. to show, with-

out question, that the addition of cerium, to cast iron does not

vary the percentage of the com.mon constituents.

MICROPHOTOGFL\PHS

It was suggested above that even tho the cheirdcal

analysis of the iron remained the same it ia not safe to assume

that there was no change in the properties of t>;e iron. Any

change in properties which can net be explained by analysis may

be di'e to a change of crystalline form within the m.etal , a variat-

in the sizes of the crystals or it miay be due to a new compound

within the metal which however does net change its analysis. The

structure of cast iron is determined very largely by the percent-

ages of free and ccm:bined carbon and also by the condition in

which they exist. In an effort to detect any possible variation

in tn3 structure of cast iron due to the addition of. the ceriiun all-

oy uiicrophotographs were taken, in consideralile numbers.

The Vcrk Of Photopr&phing:.

The marked bars, described under ger.eral meD-od





Cast A Cast B Cast C
.00 .10 .15 .25 .00 .10 .15 .25 .00 "TTo .15 .35 o/o Ce
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 Ce

1.50 1.40 2.50 2.50 2.30 2.20 G C
1.80 l.ftO 2.20 2.10 1.80 1.70 Si
.S"? .3*? 1.15 .50 .32 .40 Mn
.12 .12 .11 .11 .07 .07 .11 .10 S
.47 .53 .47 .50 .20 .24 .32 .29 P

2425 3400 2425 3030 2481 2344 2275 2568 2880 2133 2175 2500 C B R
226 22e 228 226 168 163 162 169 204 156 178 157 Brin H

30.3 30.3 29.8 30.1 25.5 36.1 25.0 27.1 36.0 27.6 28.6 27.8 Sclr H





PLATE II

Cast E Cast F Cast G
.00 .10 .15 .35 .00 .10 .15 .35 .00 .10 .15 .35 0/0 Ce
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 Ce

1 .90 1.90 3.80 2 .60 3.80 3.50 G. C
1.90 1.70 1.70 1.60 1.70 l.SO Si
1.40 1.30 .38 .33 .41 .70 Mn
.07 .06 .09 .09 .10 .09 S
.31 .33 .75 1 .00 .33 .34 P

3890 3337 3335 3787 3150 3435 3^13 3566 3113 3750 C B R
174 153 149 160 183 163 •176 303 191 165 195 lf9 Brin H
35.4 36.4 35.6 36.0 36.4 38.0 36.9 38.5 38.9 35.5 30.3 30.3 ^clr H





.25

X 450

PLATE III

Cast A Cast E Cast C
.00 .10 .15 .25 .00 .10 .15 .25 .00 .10 .15 .25 o/o Ce
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 Ce

1.50 1.40 2.50 2.50 2.30 2.20 G. C
1.80 1.80 2.20 2.10 1 .80 1.70 Si
.37 .37 1.15 .50 .32 .40 Mn
.12 .12 .11 .11 .07 .07 .11 .10 S
.47 .53 .47 .50 .20 .24 .32 .29 P

2425 3400 2425 3030 2481 2344 2275 2568 2860 2i33 2175 2500 C B R
228 228 228 228 169 163 162 169 304 156 176 157 Brin H

30.3 30.3 29.8 30.1 25.5 26.1 25.0 27.1 26.0 27.6 28.6 27.8 Sclr H





Cast E Cast F Cast G
.00 .10 .15 .25 .00 . 10 . 15 .25 .00 .10 .15 .25 0/ Ce
.00 .00 .00 . .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 Ce

1.90 1 .90 2.80 2.60 2.80 2.60 G. C
1 .80 1 .70 1 .70 1.60 1 .70 1.80 Si
1 .40 1.30 .26 .33 .41 .70 Mn
.07 .06 .OS .09 .10 .09 S
.31 .32 .75 1 .00 .23 .24 P

28S0 2337 2325 278'' 3150 2425 2212 2565 3112 2750 C B R
174 152 14S 180 183 163 176 203 191 165 195 189 Br in H

25.4 26.4 25.8 26.0 26.4 28.0 26.9 28.5 28.9 25.5 30.2 30.3 Sclr H

PLATE IV





Cast F
X 250

0.4 o/o Ce

Cast G
X 350

0.6 0/0 Ce

PLATE V
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of treatment were broken on a transverse testing machine and sarr—

pies for microphotographs saT/ed from the i:pper end. One sample

was prepared from each treatment as arranged in the index of sam-

ples. These samioles were polished until scratches visible to the

naked eye were practically all removed and then a microphotograph

taken of both the etched and unetched structrres. The tin.e of

exposure and details of developing and printing v/ere determined

by the camera, strength of solutions and so forth. The magnificat-

ion, percei:itage cerium trsatm.ent , chemical analysis and results

of physical tests are shown on plates I-IV inclusive. The m.icro-

photographs of casts A, B, C, are at a magnification of 450

diarr,eters and those of E, F, G, at 250 diameters. These casts

are arranged side by side with increasirig cerium treatmients from

top to bottom. In cast "F" a .4 per cent cerium treatment was also

made and in ca3t"G" a .6 per cent cerium treatrnent. These pictures

are shcurn on plate V. An examination of these microphotographs

shows no re,-jular variation of any kind in the struct. ;re of the iroa

Then if the addition of ceriu.r. to the iron has caused a change in

its properties, this change is so minute that it is not evidenced

by the miicrophotographs and must be looked for by various physical

tests.

PHYSICAL TTCSTS

Whatever the results of the two investigations de-

scribed above the ultimate conclusions miust be based upon the phj--

sical teats since it is really the physical behavior of the mietal

which determilnes the ultimate value of the material. The analy-

tical work and the microphotographs serve only as indiccttions of

what may be expected and as a possible means of controlling
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the physioal properties shculd an^'- variations found. In try-

ing to aolve this prcblen: various, physical tests were made includ-

inL: transverse breaking tosts, tensile and hardness tests. Af-uer

the marked bars h:'..d been broken on the transverse strength testing

machine as previously described (P. 21), the lower half of the bar

v.'as machined to form tensile tesb speciinens 4 inches long, 1 inch

in diameter at both ends, threaded with standard threads for 1

inch from each end and turned down to a diameter of .8 of an inch

for i 1/3 inches at the centre. The samples for Brinell and

sclerosc'-pe hardness tests and the analytical samples were obtain-

ed from the upper ends as well as the sam.ples for photographing

as described above. The hardness samples \'?ere abc\;t 1 inch in

thickness and the me tallograp": ic samples a-.c it l/4 nf an. inch.

The Trans verse Test .

The transverse teste on the specimens used were

made in the Ap'-^lied Mechanics laboratory of the University of

Illinois. An Olsen testing machine with an autom.atic recorder

drawing t;ie load-deflection diagram was used. The scales used

were one inc/i to one thousand pounds of load and one inch to one

tenth incli deflection. The load wa.s applied to the bar, midway

between supports fourteen inches apart, by means of a hand wheel,

gear train and screw.

Tensile Test.

The tension tests wero m.ade on a Riehle 100 000

pound, power driven, testing machine. The standard speciiren was

screwed into the grips, one of w'lich was clamped an ordinary

friction grip and the otiier attached to a ball joint so that the

load was always applied along the axis of the specimen. The load

ffaS ;i,pp11i=i(i riR Rinwiv nfi r^nr^aiblPi -inrl -^--^^^ 1r.r..,i at r-npti^re record- _J|





ed. As the elcngiition and reduction of area in ca-st iron gpeci-

mens are so small the recording apparat'js was not used.

Hardneaa

.

The scleroscope hardness teats were run with one

of the late models of the instrument, and at least three determ-

inations and usually from five to seven, were made on each specia'.ea

The results recorded were the average cf these readings.

The Brinell hardness tests were made on a standard

iTiOdel of Brinell testing maCxiine made by the Pittsburg Instru-

ment and Machine Company. The width of depression made in the

specimen was measured with a Tineus Olsen measuring telescope and

checked on a Bausch anl Lomb microscope having a microrr.e tor att-

achement on the mechanical ste.ge.

The results of the above described tests are

represented graphicall-y on graphs 1 to 11 , By an examination

of these graphs it v;ill be seen that general summaries have also

been drawn up in graphical form. These same results (except ten-

sile strength) are given in tabular form on plates I-IV. Tbe

physical tests were not as satisfactory as was desired. Too many

specimens showed defects which either rendered the cross-breaking

and tensile data unreliable or elAmina-ted them entirely. The

hardness tests furnish the most reliable data on these specihiens

and of the tvi'o hardness tests employed the data obtained with the

Brinell machine is undoubtably suparicr to that fron: the scleros-

cope .

A consideration of the cross-breaking d-ita shows

that in the one case -.vhere consecutive 3e-:3 of sound bars ware

obtained (cast A) a marked increase in transverse strength is





































mm
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evidenced, the strength increasing from 2750 pounds per square

inch to 3400 pounds upon the addition of 0.1 per cent cerium. The

tensile test on the same specin-.ens sho'^ed a similar increase from

34500 to 27100 pounds per square inch. Sound specimens were avail-

able from casta E, and u for the turning of tension speciKens

but because of delay at the machine shop the data has not been

available. In a general wa^^ these tests indionte that, defects

due to foundry practise being eliminated and having the metal

treated hot enoa gh to allov; proper mixing without chilling the

iron, beneficial results are obtained by the use of cerium.

(Note. The graphical data on the tension teats for cast A is not

correct due to the fact that it was not calculated to pounds per

square inch. To obtain the correct value it is necessary to

divide the results given on the graph by .504).

The scleroscope hardness tests vary to such an

extent and with so much irretp.ilari ty that it would seem unwise to

place any weight upon them as evidence. The data from the Brin-

ell hardness, however, varied fairly uniformly in all except the

first cast. In all cases the addition of 0.1 per cent of cerium

tends to decrease the hardness number, indicating an increase in

tensile and transverse strengths and an improvement in the machin-

ability of the metal. The addition of .15 per cent cerium tends

to increase the hardness slightly ovsr the value obtained by the

first treatment, while .25 per cent brings the value back to a

point near the original figures and amounts of C3rium over .25

per cent apparently tend to produce a softer metal. The except-

ion to this data is cast A which was noticeably harder than the

other casts. In this cast it is to be noticed that tnc charge
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consisted of part pig iron and part scrap steel, having a low

graphitic carbon content. The hardness is probably due to tne

combined carbon present ir:0re tha.n to an3'' other factor and there-

fore it would be unsafe to attach any particular significance tc

this increase in hardness.

SUMMARY

To summarize the experimantal results, 74 analy-

tical determinations representative of differnt samples and

538 determinations show no change in the chemical analysis of the

iron upon the addition of ceriun; more than would be ejcnected when

working with metal drawn from a small cupola from different taps.

This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that the few slight

variations that were found occured with absolvitely no regularity.

Fifty- two individual microphotographs
,
representative of 88

samples and 175 photographs show no regular variation in the struc-

ture of the iron when treated with cerium. A few micropHotographs

of Dr. Moldenke's iron, mentioned on page four, were available

and it seemed that in one or two instances there was a similarity

between some three or four of the photographs of different treat-

ments but this was very uncertain and did not warrant any conclus-

ions. The niimber of physical tests and the m.eaning of them con-

not be so concisely stated since there were so many defective

bars due to foundry practise. On the whole tho the physical tests

seem to indicate that the addition of ceriira? increases the tensile

and transverse strengths and makes a softer metal.

With the results of these three inves tig-fitions

in mind, viz., the data from the analyticrl work and physical

tests together with the ,T:icrophotographs , the rerits of the cer-
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ium treatment cf cast iron can be discussed with at least a cer-

tain degree of intelligence and understanding. Whether the

cerium acts as a deoxidizer in cast iron or not can not be stated

frcrn this work but since there is no evidence to the contrary it

probably does. However that is not a part of tnis probleai but

only an interesting speculation.

In considering the possibilities of using cerium

in this '^7ay one of the first points which would be considered by a

foundry man would be the cost. Ceriuir alloyed with 30 per cent

iron costs, at the present time (June 1, 1930), f^lO.OO per pougd

with the prices running dovm to about t?^.00 per pound in quantity

lots. At this rate the cost of treating the castings with cerium

would amount to 1 l/4 to 1 i/2 cents per pound for each .1 per

cent of cerium added. It is very evident that, with the close

competition pre^'-ailing , such an increase in cost would prove pro-

hibitive except in the manufacti:re of small or especially jora-

plicated castings where the selling price is not based on the

weight of metal in the casting. Tnis is especially significent

since all foundry men know that the properties of their product

may be changed by a variation of the common constituents such as

silicon and namganese. If a variation in the am.ounts of these

cheaper elements can be made to give the desired product the

use of ceriua will be eliminated. The way in which the cerium

causes a variation in the properties seems to be different from

most of fne other more common constituents. It increased the

tensile strength of the iron and its hardness and at the same time

increases its transverse strength. It is an easy matter tc get

one or two of these variations by means of tne ordinary cons ti t'.;ent
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but difficult, if possible at all, to get a combination of all

three. The problem, then seems to warrant further investigation

with a view to makinp; use of the process especially in the field

of malleable cast iron where the purpose is to make small castings.

CONCLUSIONS

The net result of the whole investigation seems to

be as follows.

1. It has been found that the addition of small

percentages of cerium to cast iron causes no variation in chem-

ical composition tha.t can be detected b3'- ordinary analytical

methods. No trace of cerium is found even when is much as .6 per

cent is added.

2. It has been found that the addition of small

percentages of cerium to cast iron caust-s no variation in struct-

ure which is evidenced by microphotographs

.

3. It has been found that the addition of small

percentages of cerium to cast iron causes, (when added under

favorable conditions), an appreciable increase in transverse and

tensile strengths and produces a softer casting.

4. It has been found that when the benefical

effects caused by the addition of cerium to cast iron are comi^ar-

ed to the cost of the cerium that the use of cerium in t>iis way is

not an advantage except in rare cases.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

If further work is done on this problem more

satisfactory results will be obtained by observing the follow-

ing precautions.

1. Use only very hot metal in m.aking the tests
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in order to avoid "cold iron".

2. If possible, carry on the test in such a

way that iron for all comparative tests can be obtained frori. one

large ladle and a^t as near the same time as possible in order

to prove definatel.; whether or not cerium has any effect on the

various properties of cast iron.

3. Have the molds made as uniformly/ as possible;

on a iar ramming machine if available: and carefully dried. Under-

drying gives badly blown bars and over drying imperfect bars

due to crumbling af the molds.

4. Always use previousl;/ heated ladles and allow

the possible deoxidation products ti.'T.e to escape before pouring

the iron.
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